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THE RED DEATH



The winged chimps scavenge the campsite near the mouth of the cave,

recklessly tossing aside broken mining axes, animal pelts, weapons and

whatever else in search of grubs and scraps.

Without warning, a lizard the size of a man charges from the cave and

clamps a jaw of jagged fangs into the neck of a chimp! It releases its

prey, confused by the screeches from the anxious flock, fluttering around

and beating their puffed out chests. The injured ape-ling attempts to take

to the air, but the Lizard’s small arms and sharp claws snag it from

flight and quickly back to earth, where the percussive thud from the

cracking chimp’s skull echoes off the rocky terrain. Seeing their

companion dead, the flock takes to the sky in hasty retreat.

Torchlight swims over the cave walls, heralding the emergence of the

barbarian Rohet from the cavernous maw. His eyes wince in the stinging

wash of sunlight, as his sweat and grime covered hulking form pushes a

mining cart of small silver chips to rest.

Lizard drags the dead monkey to Rohet and places it at his feet.

Rohet pats Lizard on the head.



The campfire casts strange shadows across the scarred face and gullet

of Rohet. The chimp’s torso turns on the spit over the flame, while Lizard

slumbers before a pile of gnawed-at limb bones.
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Rohet studies a map. The actual mountain range stabbing the sky from

the horizon mirrors the pictures on the parchment. Little huts are drawn

in the mountain valley, though the real world huts and valley are far from

Rohet’s campsite view.

He rolls up the map, overdue to eat, but has a fitful time shaving

off a piece of chimp meat with a dull sword blade.



A charred woman’s body rests atop an extinguished pyre. Next to it,

in this small stage of land leading to the village, an old witch is

confined to the stocks. She makes eye contact with Rohet as he and Lizard

head toward town. The spectacle of a witch brings no fear to Rohet, nor

does the sight of a barbarian and his raptor pet give the shackled

priestess pause.

Lined along a strip of mud are houses made of wood and earth. Some of

the villagers sell pelts, others spin wool. The ale maker boils his hops.

Rohet brings his sack of silver chips to the Money Lender. The Lender

examines one of the strange chips, unsure what to make of it. He places

three stones on one plate of his scale, and a single silver chip on the

other plate. Unseen forces draw the scale’s meter to favor the chip. The

Money Lender is perplexed by this anomaly. He puts a fourth stone on the

opposite plate, but again the single silver chip registers heavier.

As the Lender fusses, Rohet scans the village. A man shoves a brush

into the guts of a slain beast and uses the animal’s blood to paint a red
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diamond above the doorway to his home. It appears most of the doorways

bear the same sigil.

Rohet’s observation of this ritual is interrupted by the flustered

Money Lender. His scale must be broken, or the silver must be cursed;

either way, the Lender hands the chip back to Rohet and sends the

barbarian on his way.

The villagers are apprehensive toward the muscular Rohet and his

cold-blooded companion. A child cautiously approaches. Lizard clicks from

his throat - but stops when Rohet reprimands him with a swat to the head.

Rohet motions for the child to approach, and Lizard begrudgingly allows

himself to be petted.

Rohet walks toward the house/shop of the Smith to sharpen his blade.

He was not prepared for her to be so beguiling, and strong. The moment

Rohet sees her, he becomes just another thing she melted. Now, the Smith

is no stranger to receiving these kinds of looks... yet finds herself

bemused on this occasion.

By all appearances, Rohet is a brute. It isn’t just anyone who

strolls down the mud with a wingless dragon at his side - even if that

dragon is currently on its back enjoying the village children rubbing his

belly.

There is a quality to Rohet the Smith is drawn to; the same blood

rush of warmth she had when once compelled to help a bird with a broken

wing.

Lizard perks up and all tranquility subsides. The sky blackens, and
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hail pebbles pelt the village. The uncommon storm brings madness.

Merchants abandon their wares; parents neglect their children, all to rush

behind closed doors.

The hail abates as quickly as it came. Rohet is confused, but Smith

grabs him by the arm and drags him and his sack of silver chips into her

shop. Lizard caws and Rohet whistles for him. The dragon enters the shop

and Smith closes the door.

An otherworldly hum reverberates throughout the village. People cower

in the corners of the homes. Families weep together.

Only the witch, confined to her stocks, is left in the elements to

face the hell of nature, and she whispers it by name.

WITCH: Red. Deathhhh.

A colossal spectre takes form over the horizon: a red mist in the

shape of skull. Not an entirely human skull, but something similar enough.

The mist rolls from doorway to doorway, halted by, perhaps fearing the red

diamond emblem over each frame... until it finds a home with no such

marking.

The screams from inside the home are cut so short it could only mean

the sounds and the lives simply ended without the peace of final breath;

they simply ceased to be. The abruptness chills Rohet and Smith.

Despite this, Rohet spies through the uneven planks of the door and

sees the witch. Without thought, he grabs a battle axe from the weapons

rack and races out the door! Lizard scrambles after his master!

Smith watches from her doorway in horror. As the Red Death passes her
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shop, she hears an unnatural crackle within her home. Light emanates from

the silver chips. Small lightning bolts jump from chip to chip until they

make a final leap into the dirt floor. The charges set the cloth sack on

fire and Smith quickly snuffs it with a bear skin.

Rohet charges toward the witch, and a single swipe of his axe

decimates the stocks! Rohet throws the old witch over his shoulder and

runs back toward the mud path —

— where Lizard is challenging Red Death! Lizard barks and threatens

with those sharp claws, but falls dead the moment the mist passes around

him.

Rohet is stunned, but cannot voice his agony - an old battle wound

saw to that. But today is a new battle, and even with an old woman slung

over his shoulder, Rohet defiantly raises his axe toward the apparition.

The Red Death bellows a torrential shriek unheard before in nature.

It eyes Rohet as much as such a thing can, before it retreats to the dark

heavens.

Rohet and the village are pelted by another round of hail. Humbled,

Rohet drops the axe and rushes the witch inside Smith’s shop. They place

her on the bed. Smith offers her water and the grateful old woman slowly

drinks. Smith attempts to feel the witch’s forehead for fever, but the

patient swats her away.

Instead, the elderly witch touches Rohet’s arm. He looks at her,

dumbfounded. She undoes her tunic to reveal the reason they were spared.

Branded upon the old woman’s chest is a red diamond sigil. She smirks.
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